
 

 

 Manifest Female Energy. 

A decoration. In the beginning of July 2010 something very special happens to me. By post I receive 

a big parcel with the surprise of my life. In it I find a press release about the Quantum Art project ‘The 

Unifying Spiritual Field of the World’.  I read: this special event is meant to draw global attention to the 

unique power of the ‘female energy’. And: ‘At the end of June 2010 the artists Adelheid and Huub 

Kortekaas have dedicated the 6
th
 Golden Plant or the Quantum-Art project ‘The Unifying Field’ to one 

of the most radiating, passionate, spiritual and realistic Women in the world. The Golden Plant is an 

ode to the ‘Female Energy’ of millions of unknown Women who commit themselves to improving their 

daily reality. In the perspective of this Art Manifestation 33 inspired Women all over the world will 

receive a golden Seedling from this World Acre accompanied by a personal letter and a covering 

document for their unique contribution to these processes of change. Woman as figure-head of a new 

image of Man and the World on their way to a new Renaissance. Distinguished are:  

Amy Tan * Anne Hastings* Annine van der Meer *  Brandon Bays * Caroline Cory * Christine 

Pannebakker * Ciska Dresselhuys * Danah Zohar * Esra’ Al Shafei * Eva Ensler * Fiona Montagu * 

Hoda Al Khamis-Kanoo * Inez van Oord * Irene van Lippe Biesterfeld * Isabella Allende * Karen 

Armstrong * Lulu Wang * Marianne Williamson * Nalini Nadkarni * Nancy Lublin * Narcissa Botha 

*Nelie Kroes * Ogega Moturi * Paola Antonelli * Rickie Byars Beckwith * Shirly Nicholson * Sima 

Samar * Somaly Mam * Wangari Maathai * and 4 to the Woman of the Golden Plant. Nr 33 for herself 

and we asked her to send 3 to women who touched her life.   

 

The Manifest Female Energy. The Manifest Female Energy reads: In the course of history Woman 

as Goddess lost her matriarchal  status to an ever increasing prominence of a patriarchal Male Image 

of God…. Women are the key to opening the gates to a new society. If women across the world link up 

their specific female strength, they will able to approach the disputes and longstanding feelings of hate 

in the world in their very own way and possibly eliminate or at least reduce them… A new space arises 

in which the female and male energies can inspire each other equally to grow to new powerful and 

creative spiritual world order. 

 

The Ode to the Female Energy. At the backside of the Manifest Female Energy there is an Ode to 

the Female Energy. It is dedicated to the millions of unknown Women who devote themselves to the 

processes of change in the everyday reality. Apart of this it is devoted to the 33 inspired Women who 

receive the golden seedling for their unique contribution to the processes of Change in the World.  And 

last but not least it is dedicated to this most radiating, passionate, spiritual and realistic Woman in the 

world who is receiving the golden plant of 2.20m. 

 



 

 

The personal letter. This Manifest is part of a bigger project of the couple Huub en Adelheid 

Kortekaas. In a separate letter they write to me about their motivation to decorate me with a golden 

seedling, sown in the acre of ‘the Unifying Spiritual Field of the World’ or ‘the Acre of Peace’. In 

relation to my founding of Academy PanSophia they talk about: ‘your fascinating initiative’ , the result 

of a phenomenal and thorough research’. And a little further I read : ‘Your remarkable personal 

knowledge and your overwhelming initiative PanSophia touched us deeply’. And: ‘what fascinates us 

most is your vision of the new humanity, where harmony between Male and Female prevails: in our 

artwork the angel is the icon of this tension’ . And: ‘Your impressive books ‘From Venus to Madonna’, 

‘From Sophia to Maria’ and ‘Venus is not a Vamp. The image of woman in 35.000 years of Venusart’ 

are revealing enlightening manifests of the Spiritual Female Dimension of man’.  



The icon I receive is a seedling on the 

Acre of Peace. But in the same time it 

symbolizes Man with his/her feet on 

the earth and the arms raised high 

upon the sky. It is the Human Being 

who balances earth and sky and who 

when finding balance between inner 

en outer and higher and lower, 

transforms into an angel, an angel of 

peace.  Of course I am overwhelmed 

by joy. 

 

The visit to The Tempelhof. On the 

5th of August 2010 the secretary  of 

Academy PanSophia Mrs Marie-José 

Bentinck- van Zwieteren and I are 

welcomed most heartedly at the 

Tempelhof.  Pictures are taken and a 

film is made.  I am writing my name 

and the name of Academy PanSophia 

on the 8
th
 place on the Acre of Peace. 



About Huub en Adelheid Kortekaas.  

Huub en Adelheid Kortekaas married in 

1969 and operated since 1999 visibly as an 

artistic duo. Huub is sculptor and 

philosopher and Adelheid has a passion for 

architecture and landscape architecture. n 

1999 their combined efforts result in de 

realisation of a park and a huge house: the 

Tempelhof: a major piece of Art Work. 

Inside the house modern small images of 

plants make me think at the abstract 

figurines of The Goddess of Anatolia and 

Old Europe. With her round underbody and 

phallic neck and face in a triangle she is 

found by thousands in the ancient agricultures of Anatolia and Old Europe 

 

The plant as metaphor for Man  

Since 1974 the plant is the major theme 

in the whole oeuvre of Huub en Adelheid 

Kortekaas. Man is growing out of the dark 

into the light. Man is standing in the centre 

of the World realizing that all is connected 

with all and one is part of a 

comprehensive organism. Creator and 

Creatrix are one.  

In September 1990 Huub en Adelheid 

Kortekaas visited the conference Art 

Meets Science and Spirituality in a 

Changing Society. Huub: To my 

amazement I found that almost all 

participants were inspired by and living by 

the same unifying thought. A few weeks 

later, these experiences provided me with the key of a long cherished wish: to create an acre of 

people who show and create an awareness of this global feeling of unity in their work or their way of 

life. 

In October 1991 396 small golden 

Seedlings were sown over the world as a 

first manifestation of the Quantum-Art 

project ‘the unifying Field of the World’. In 

this Peace Project, consciousness 

becomes a participating consciousness, a 

transition from an individual towards a 

universal way of thinking, from I to We. The 

human being as Quantum-Art. 



Global Quantum-Art projects 

1989-now. The Unifying Spiritual Field of the 
World. The Acre of Peace is an image of the earth 
as field. Every farmer’s field is ordered. Huub: I 
have based the unifying field on the number of 
100. A number that symbolically marks the 
measure between economy and spirituality for me: 
Dante Divinia Comedia has 100 verses. Gaia, the 
goddess of Mother Earth gave birth to creatures 
with 100 heads and 100 arms. Allah has 100 
names, 99 of which are known. 
The field is sown in three beds, each with 33 

seedlings. So  99 people are ranged in rows of 33. 

There are 33 people from the spiritual, artistic and 

philosophical spheres; 33 people from the world of 

science and 33 people from politics, economics 

and the executive powers. 

Every hundredth seedling is a gilt plant, 2.20 

meters high, symbolizing the spiritual size of man. 

A human being with arms stretching upwards: the 

Spiritual Dimension of Man. This Golden Plant is 

the metaphor for the field of tension between 

heaven and earth, man as form and movement, as 

interplay between matter and spirit, man as 

Quantum-Art in the divine comedy of life itself.  

1984-now. Anima Mundi: a chain of temples of the Changing Awareness throughout the world.  

1999. The Tempelhof, designed as a total Art Work. 

2006 The Spiritual Garden. The representation of the five world religions in five gardens as spiritual 

flowers of the human spirit. In the sixth garden the Temple of Spirituality arises. In this open temple, 

the five world religions merge to become a monumental flower from the vision that in their source all 

religions are connected. 

2010. Manifest Female Energy. In 1991 the first 4x99 Seedlings of the non-profit Quantum Art project 

‘the Unifying Spiritual Field of the World’, the Acre of Peace, were sown all over the world in the 

awareness that we are all unique Seedlings of Mother Earth, connected by the wondrous need to 

explore the germ of human existence. Adelheid and Huub: ‘All these years we kept on sowing. At this 

very moment we are sending  33 Seedlings to 33 passionate Women all over the world, who manifest, 

each in their own way the Powerful Feminine Energy. At the same time a Golden Plant of 2.20m high 

symbolizing ‘The Spiritual Dimension of Man’ will be dedicated to one of the most dedicated, spiritual 

and yet realistic Women of the world’. 

More information: www.huubenadelheid-kortekaas.com   

 

Dr. Annine van der Meer (report).  

Founder and president of the Academy PanSophia, where she also teaches. 

The Academy PanSophia is a knowledge centre for matriarchy and oneness consciousness whose 

focus includes the rediscovery of the female side of God, female values and the contribution of women 

in ancient and contemporary cultures.  www.academiepansophia.nl and www.anninevandermeer.nl  



The English press release about the Manifest Female Energy:                                    

 

  



The Manifest Female Energy, frontside: 

 

 

 



The Manifest Female Energy, backside: 

 

 

 

 



Text about the spiritual dimension of Man   

 

 



De accompanying personal letter: 

 



 

 

 


